
The Knot + Twist Pillow 
Designed by Team Love Fest

Sizing: One 50-yard ball of ReLove or Pure Love yarn is all you need to create this one-sided 18” x 18” pillow. We 
sewed this on to an 18 x 18 pillow cover but pattern can easily be doubled and sewed together to create a double-
sided version.

Finished Measurements: Approximately 18” x 18”

Materials + Notions:
- 1 x 50-yard ball of ReLove Merino (pictured here in Leche) or ReLove Alpaca
- Size U (25mm crochet hook)
- 1 x 18" x 18" pillow sham with a 20" x 20" or 22" x 22" pillow insert 
(sizing up is best depending on pillow fill) 
- Needle and like-colored thread
- Optional: felting needle to weave in ends

STEP I:
Make a slip knot leaving a ~3" tail. Chain 15, single crochet into the first loop from hook and continue in single 
crochet in each chain across. Chain 1 and turn.

STEP 2:
Single crochet into the first loop inserting your hook underneath the front loop only. Continue in single crochet, 
crocheting the front loop only in each chain. Chain one at the end of each row and turn.

STEP 3: 
Repeat for roughly 10-11 rows, measuring the size of your crochet panel against your pillow sham. Once your 
panel is square and matches the size of the sham when gently stretched into place, you're done!

STEP 4: 
Weave in ends. Using a standard sewing needle and like-colored thread, sew outer edge of panel to outer edge 
of sham. Unzip sham and place one hand inside to ensure you thread the needle just through the front side of 
your sham. 
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A soft & textural pillow using our mega chunky yarn and the simplest of crochet patterns.


